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Summary

Objectives: To compare the completeness of Emergency Department (ED) discharge instructions before and after introduction of an electronic discharge instructions module by scoring compliance with the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) Outpatient Measure 19 (OP-19).

Methods: We performed a quasi-experimental study examining the impact of an electronic discharge instructions module in an academic ED. Three hundred patients discharged home from the ED were randomly selected from two time intervals: 150 patients three months before and 150 patients three to five months after implementation of the new electronic module. The discharge instructions for each patient were reviewed, and compliance for each individual OP-19 element as well as overall OP-19 compliance was scored per CMS specifications. Compliance rates as well as risk ratios (RR) and risk differences (RD) with 95% confidence intervals (CI) comparing the overall OP-19 scores and individual OP-19 element scores of the electronic and paper-based discharge instructions were calculated.

Results: The electronic discharge instructions had 97.3\% (146/150) overall OP-19 compliance, while the paper-based discharge instructions had overall compliance of 46.7\% (70/150). Electronic discharge instructions were twice as likely to achieve overall OP-19 compliance compared to the paper-based format (RR: 2.09, 95\% CI: 1.75 – 2.48). The largest improvement was in documentation of major procedures and tests performed: only 60\% of the paper-based discharge instructions satisfied this criterion, compared to 100\% of the electronic discharge instructions (RD: 40.0\%, 95\% CI: 32.2\% – 47.8\%). There was a modest difference in medication documentation with 92.7\% for paper-based and 100\% for electronic formats (RD: 7.3\%, 95\% CI: 3.2\% – 11.5\%). There were no statistically significant differences in documentation of patient care instructions and diagnosis between paper-based and electronic formats.

Conclusions: With careful design, information technology can improve the completeness of ED patient discharge instructions and performance on the OP-19 quality measure.
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1. Background
There were approximately 129.8 million visits to United States Emergency Departments (ED) in 2010 and roughly 87 percent of these visits resulted in patient discharge to a home setting following medical work-up [1]. Discharged ED patients are provided with discharge instructions before leaving the ED that describe individualized self-care responsibilities and treatment plan instructions [2-4]. Additionally, ED discharge instructions should detail the diagnostic and therapeutic services performed during the ED clinical encounter [2, 3]. Discharge instructions that lack important patient information have been linked to poor patient outcomes, inefficient resource utilization, and increased healthcare spending [5-15]. Particularly, studies have demonstrated a relationship between discharge instructions that possess significant medication discrepancies and adverse patient events [5, 16-20].

Given the importance of discharge instructions, a coalition of health policy experts and medical organizations collaborated to define a formal set of criteria describing best practices for care transitions, including high quality discharge instructions [21]. These efforts led to the introduction of Outpatient Measure 19 (OP-19) in January 2012 by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), a national quality measure designed to evaluate the quality of ED discharge instructions [22, 23]. In order to achieve compliance with OP-19, ED discharge instructions must include all five of the following criteria: principal diagnosis or chief complaint; major procedures and tests performed; patient care instructions; follow-up instructions; and new or changed medications [22, 23].

Previous studies have suggested the use of HIT as a simple, efficient, and low-cost way of increasing the quality of discharge instructions; however, no studies to date have evaluated the completeness of electronic ED discharge instructions using an established national quality measure [24, 25].

2. Objectives
In May 2012, our ED transitioned from a paper-based, handwritten discharge instructions form to an electronic discharge instructions module. The electronic discharge instructions module was designed to provide high-yield information to patients and to improve emergency provider documentation. We evaluated the completeness of ED discharge instructions before and after implementation of an electronic discharge instructions module by measuring compliance with the OP-19 metric. We hypothesized that electronic discharge instructions would be more complete than paper-based patient discharge instructions.

3. Methods
3.1 Study Design and Setting
We performed a quasi-experimental study at Brigham and Women’s Hospital to determine the completeness of ED discharge instructions before and after implementation of an electronic discharge instructions module at an academic, tertiary ED. Brigham and Women’s Hospital is a 793-bed facility with approximately 47,000 admissions and 61,000 ED visits annually. The Partners HealthCare Human Research Committee approved the study.

Our ED uses multiple homegrown clinical information systems. ED Tracking provides a real-time view of ED patient locations, care statuses, and provider assignments, and allows easy access to all other clinical systems, passing user and patient context. ED Order Entry provides computerized provider order entry with decision support for medications and laboratory studies. The Longitudinal Medical Record (LMR) provides access to the patient’s previous medical records across our health care enterprise, including ambulatory and inpatient records. We also use LMR for electronic prescribing for discharged ED patients. Clinical documentation was primarily paper-based; resident physicians completed paper-based clinical notes and attending physicians dictated summary notes using a transcription service.
Paper-based ED discharge instructions were prepared using a templated form with sections for diagnosis, test results, care instructions, follow-up instructions, and medications (Figure 1). One copy of the two-ply form was given to the patient; the second copy was signed by the patient and later scanned into the patient’s medical record. Providers sometimes supplemented this form by printing and attaching standardized patient care instructions from CareNotes (Truven Health Analytics).

3.2 Intervention: Electronic Discharge Instructions Module

In May 2012, we moved to an electronic discharge instructions module to replace the existing paper-based discharge instructions form. The electronic module was custom developed using a web-based framework and was designed by an interdisciplinary team comprised of emergency physicians, nurses, and professionals from information systems, health information management, and coding/compliance. We designed the system with attention to clinician workflow and to improve the quality and completeness of our patient discharge instructions, facilitating quick and easy fulfillment of the five required OP-19 elements: chief complaint or diagnosis, major procedures and tests performed, patient care instructions, follow-up instructions, and new/changed medications (Supplementary file: Appendix 1). The new electronic module was integrated with existing clinical information systems to further improve efficiency, accuracy, and completeness of discharge instruction elements. Providers were trained to use the electronic module through a combination of classroom lectures, web-based tutorials, and face-to-face sessions with information systems specialists in the ED.

Chief complaint or Diagnosis: The patient’s chief complaints are automatically imported from the ED Tracking system and users are able to edit as needed (Figure 2A). The user is also required to enter at least one diagnosis using a dictionary-based lookup drawing from our institution’s enterprise terminology services based on Systemized Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical Terms (SNOMED), International Classification of Disease (ICD), and Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) terms.

Major procedures and tests performed: It was not technically feasible to automatically include all major procedures and tests performed during the ED visit in the discharge instructions. Therefore, we created solutions to allow inclusion of laboratory and imaging results in the patient instructions (Figure 2B). A laboratory tests checkbox grid allows users to quickly select categories of commonly performed laboratory tests, such as complete blood count or liver function tests. Users can also import selected laboratory results directly into the patient discharge instructions. Major procedures performed during the ED visit are selected from a dropdown list with the most commonly performed ED procedures (Figure 2A). Names of imaging tests performed within the last 24 hours of the ED visit appear automatically and can be selected for inclusion in the discharge instructions with a single click (Figure 2B). If the attending radiologist has signed the imaging report, the radiology interpretation text report can be included in the ED discharge instructions.

Follow-up instructions: The system also requires users to enter follow-up instructions or explicitly specify that no specific follow-up is required for this ED visit (Figure 2C). Users can quickly select follow-up with a patient’s primary care physician (pre-populated based on information collected at ED registration) or common institutional clinics, with the selected provider names and contact information automatically populated into the discharge instructions.

Medications: New medications for discharged ED patients are electronically prescribed in a separate clinical system, LMR. To avoid requiring providers to enter electronic prescriptions and then electronically document the same medication information in the patient discharge instructions, we interfaced the electronic discharge instructions module with LMR, thereby enabling electronic prescriptions from the last 24 hours to be easily included in the discharge instructions with a single click (Figure 2D). Instructions to change or stop current medications are specified in the discharge instructions using structured fields to ensure patients are provided with complete instructions.

Patient care instructions: Patient care instructions can be prepared using a set of templates for common ED conditions (searchable based on entered diagnosis or keyword) or free text instructions can be entered (Figure 2E).

Completion of the diagnosis, procedures/tests performed, medications, patient care instructions, and follow-up sections are all required before the discharge instructions can be printed for the pa-
3.3 Selection of Participants
We used an existing electronic report to obtain a list of all patients seen in the ED during two time intervals of interest, including patient name, medical record number, age, sex, and disposition. The first time period was the three months preceding the implementation of the electronic discharge instructions module, 2/1/2012 through 4/30/2012. The electronic discharge instructions module was implemented on May 24, 2012. We allowed the months of May and June for users to acclimate to the new system and did not include these time periods in the study. The second time interval included the three months following the implementation of the electronic discharge instructions module, 7/1/2012 through 9/30/2012. We limited the sample to patients discharged home from the ED, excluding:
1. patients who left the ED before being fully evaluated by an attending emergency physician;
2. patients who left the ED before completion of care;
3. patients who left the ED against medical advice;
4. patients who expired in the ED;
5. patients admitted to the hospital; and
6. patients placed in the ED observation unit.

We then randomly selected a total of 300 patients from this list of patients discharged from our ED: 150 patients before implementation and 150 patients after implementation of the electronic discharge instructions module. We used block randomization by month to ensure equal representation from all time periods. There were no a priori expectations of difference in patients, work processes, or discharge instructions during these time intervals, except the change to the electronic system. This sample size provided us 90% power to detect a 15% difference (75% to 90%) in overall OP-19 compliance rates.

3.4 Outcome Measures
The primary outcome measure was the rate of overall compliance with the OP-19 metric pre and post implementation of the electronic discharge instructions module when scored using CMS OP-19 specifications.

The secondary outcome measures were the rate of compliance with the individual subsections of the OP-19 metric pre and post implementation of the electronic discharge instructions module when scored using the CMS OP-19 specifications.

The CMS OP-19 quality measure was adopted for calendar year 2013, but suspended shortly thereafter for measure specification issues, including patient privacy concerns [26]. While the measure is undergoing review, it remains a standardized measure of ED discharge instructions quality based on best available research and expert consensus and therefore remains well suited as an outcome measure. Privacy concerns or other measure biases will be equally applied to both groups in this study and no sensitive patient-level data are reported.

3.5 Study Protocol
The primary author (EJB), a fourth year medical student, performed chart reviews for all study participants. A second expert reviewer (ABL), an attending emergency physician, independently performed chart reviews for a random sample of 40 study participants [27]. Since the CMS OP-19 specification omits some important details, such as defining major procedures and tests, the two reviewers established a more detailed review protocol based on the CMS OP-19 specification prior to data abstraction (Supplementary File: Appendix 2). Reviewers were not blinded to the objectives of the study, or to whether the discharge instructions were paper-based or electronic, but were blinded to the results of the other's review.
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The ED discharge instructions for every research subject were evaluated for each of the five required elements of OP-19 using the established protocol. OP-19 requires positive assertion of required elements in the discharge instructions and does not permit the use of any other medical records. Therefore, the entire medical record was not reviewed to detect omitted elements. We assigned an overall OP-19 score of yes if the discharge instructions successfully met all five elements; otherwise an overall score of no was assigned. While CMS OP-19 only reports the overall score, we report and compare the overall score as well as subsection scores for each of the required elements to better understand deficiencies.

All data collected were entered into a pre-formatted Microsoft Access (2003, Microsoft, Redmond, WA) database.

3.6 Data Analysis

We calculated the rate of overall compliance with the OP-19 metric pre and post implementation of the electronic discharge instructions module. We also reported and compared rates of compliance for the individual OP-19 elements to determine whether one element of the discharge instructions was disproportionately accounting for overall OP-19 non-compliance. To account for possible secular improvement in scores in the discontinuity design, we also tested to see if there was improvement in discharge instructions in the weeks prior to the implementation of electronic records (p for trend = 0.64). This justified our subsequent analysis as simply before and after implementation. We reported risk ratios and risk differences along with 95% confidence intervals comparing the overall OP-19 scores and individual OP-19 element scores of the electronic and paper-based discharge instructions. Risk ratio and risk difference are measures of effect describing the difference between groups. Risk ratio (or relative risk) represents the relative size difference between groups, the ratio of electronic OP-19 compliance to paper-based OP-19 compliance. Risk difference (or absolute risk reduction) is the difference between electronic module OP-19 compliance and paper-based OP-19 compliance. For clarity we present both effect measures since they represent complementary information [28, 29]. Because of the small cells in certain groups, we calculated P values using Fisher’s exact test. There were no contradiction between the P values from the Fisher’s exact test compared to the CI for the risk ratios and risk differences; therefore, we report just the results of the CI in our tables for brevity. Two-sided P values of less than 0.05 were considered to indicate statistical significance in all analyses. To test the reliability of the OP-19 measure and our chart review protocol, we calculated percent agreement and Kappa statistics for overall OP-19 compliance for the subset of 40 records that underwent review by two reviewers [27]. Statistical analysis was performed using Stata 12.1 (StataCorp LP, College Station, TX).

4. Results

There were 14,935 patients seen and evaluated in the ED during the pre-implementation time period; 8,578 (57%) patients met inclusion criteria and were discharged home. There were 15,894 patients seen and evaluated in the ED during the post-implementation time period; 9,248 (58%) met inclusion criteria and were discharged home.

The paper-based discharge instructions had an overall OP-19 compliance of 46.7% (70/150) with only 60% of charts fulfilling the major procedures and tests performed element (▶Table 1). There was 98.7% (148/150) compliance with the paper-based chief complaint/diagnosis subsection, 91.3% (137/150) compliance with the follow-up instructions subsection, and 92.7% (139/150) compliance with both the patient care instructions and medications subsections. The electronic discharge instructions had 97.3% (146/150) overall OP-19 compliance. The four electronic discharge instructions that did not achieve overall OP-19 compliance were all missing patient instructions. Electronic discharge instructions were twice as likely to have achieved overall OP-19 compliance compared to the paper-based format (risk ratio: 2.09, 95% CI: 1.75–2.48). The largest improvement in moving to electronic discharge instructions was in the documentation of major procedures and tests performed with 100% of the electronic discharge instructions satisfying this criterion (risk difference: 40.00%, 95% CI: 32.2%–47.8%). The difference between the paper-based and electronic formats for
the patient care instructions (risk difference: 4.70%, 95% CI: –0.200%–9.60%) and diagnosis (risk difference: 1.30%, 95% CI: –0.500%–3.20%) subsections could be based on chance alone. There was a smaller difference in the medication documentation subsection with 92.7% and 100% for the paper-based and electronic formats, respectively (risk difference: 7.30%, 95% CI: 3.20%–11.5%). There was 90% agreement between the two reviewers with a Kappa statistic of 0.71, demonstrating substantial agreement [30, 31].

5. Discussion

This study evaluated the completeness of ED discharge instructions in an academic ED after the transition from paper-based, handwritten discharge instructions to an electronic discharge instructions module. The electronic discharge instructions were more complete than the paper-based instructions, with near perfect overall compliance (97.3%, 146/150) with the OP-19 performance metric. The electronic discharge instructions were twice as likely to achieve overall OP-19 compliance than the paper-based instructions. Major procedures and tests performed was the major missing OP-19 element of the paper-based discharge instructions; moving to electronic discharge instructions increased major procedures/tests performed compliance to 100%.

These findings confirm our hypothesis that electronic discharge instructions are more complete than paper-based discharge instructions as measured by the OP-19 quality metric. To our knowledge, this is the first study to evaluate the completeness of ED discharge instructions using an established national quality metric. Prior studies assessed the quality of electronic discharge instructions without the use of an established quality metric and have yielded conflicting results. Specifically, previous research has shown that electronic discharge instructions lead to more thorough clinician documentation, decreased documentation errors, and increased workflow efficiency, which increases the quality of discharge instructions.[24, 32, 33] In contrast, Callen and colleagues found no significant difference in the quality of electronic and handwritten discharge instructions [34].

The electronic discharge module’s use of required fields and automated electronic data entry methods helps explain the observed increase in discharge instruction completeness, particularly for documentation of major procedures and tests performed, which had the largest improvement and was the most important contributor to the overall increased OP-19 compliance. The electronic discharge instructions module used a standardized template comprised of a combination of required free-form text fields and check boxes [35-38]. In the event a required field was left incomplete, the emergency provider was prompted to complete the missing field in order to finalize the discharge instructions. The paper-based discharge instructions form also used a standardized template with sections for each of the OP-19 elements, including test results. However, the paper form did not have the ability to ensure all sections were completed. Furthermore, the electronic discharge instructions module interfaced with, retrieved, and inserted patient data directly from the LMR into the electronic discharge instructions document. As a result, many required sections of the electronic discharge instructions (i.e., chief compliant, images, and test results) were automatically generated or required minimal user effort, increasing efficiency by streamlining the input of relevant patient data [17].

Having ED clinicians closely involved in the design process and customizing the system to meet OP-19 quality metric requirements also contributed to the success of our electronic discharge module. Lack of physician involvement is a common cause for electronic health record (EHR) failure or dissatisfaction. We were fortunate to have clinicians engaged throughout the design and development process. Further, we took advantage of our custom development environment and specifically designed the system to improve compliance with OP-19. Vendor systems are often highly configurable and may achieve similar results by incorporating elements of our design into their systems. While many EHR vendors contractually prohibit content sharing, we have shared our screen shots (►Figure 2) and design decisions to allow others to freely use and improve upon our designs in their systems [39].
5.1 Limitations

Our findings should be interpreted in light of their limitations. This was a single center study performed using a homegrown information system, which may reduce the generalizability of our findings. Chart reviewers were not blinded to the electronic or paper-based format of the discharge instructions. In addition, the OP-19 scoring methodology stresses the overall completeness of discharge instructions with minimal emphasis on the presence of appropriate content. Therefore, discharge instructions that report incorrect, incomplete, or inappropriate information may achieve full OP-19 compliance. We did not assess the usability of the electronic discharge instructions module or the impact of the new system on workflow and efficiency. Furthermore, our study did not evaluate patient comprehension or compliance with ED discharge instructions. Finally, we did not measure the impact on patient outcomes after discharge or assess subsequent health care system utilization, such as repeat ED visits or hospitalizations.

6. Conclusions

Transition from a paper-based discharge instructions form to an electronic discharge instructions module improved the performance of ED discharge instructions on the OP-19 quality measure in our ED. We saw compliance improvements in all elements of the OP-19 quality metric, particularly in the major procedures and tests performed OP-19 subsection. EHR vendors or EDs with the ability to configure their emergency department information systems can build on our system design. Future studies may evaluate the impact of these electronic ED discharge instructions on patient outcomes and healthcare costs.

Clinical Relevance Statement
ED patient discharge instructions play a critical role in patient outcomes and should provide the patient with their diagnosis, procedures/tests performed, new or changed medications, patient care instructions, and follow-up instructions. Information technology is a promising tool to assist clinicians with preparing complete patient discharge instructions. This study shares how a well-designed ED electronic discharge instructions module can improve the completeness of ED patient discharge instructions and performance on a national quality measure.
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Fig. 1  Brigham and Women’s Hospital Emergency Department Paper Discharge Instructions Form
**Fig. 2** Brigham and Women’s Hospital Emergency Department Electronic Discharge Instructions Module: Chief Complaint/Diagnosis (A); Major Procedures and Tests Performed (B); Follow-up Instructions (C); Medications (D); and Patient Care Instructions (E)
Fig. 2 Continued

### Tests Performed

**Laboratory Tests Performed**

The categories of labs performed during the visit must be selected here for display on the patient's discharge instructions.

- Complete Blood Count
- Chemistry Studies
- Liver Function Tests
- Cardiac Tests
- Coagulation Studies
- Urinalysis
- Thyroid Studies
- CDF Studies
- Toxicology Tests
- Rapid (Point of Care) Tests
- Pregnancy Tests
- Microbiology Tests

- Other

### Pending Laboratory Tests

**Pull In/Refresh Pending Tests**

*NOTE: Clicking Pull In/Refresh Pending Tests will overwrite the data in this text box.*

- List of Pending Tests
- Instructions to patient on where/when to get these results

### Imaging Tests Performed

- Imaging tests performed during the visit must display on the patient's discharge instructions.
- Please select relevant tests to be included.

### Other Tests Performed

- ECG
- Stress Test
- Vascular Testing

---
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Fig. 2  Continued
Table 1  Overall and individual CMS OP-19 compliance before and after implementation of electronic discharge instructions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Measure</th>
<th>Compliance</th>
<th>Risk Ratio (95% CI)</th>
<th>Risk Difference (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall OP-19</td>
<td>Paper-based (n = 150) # of Records (%)</td>
<td>70 (46.7)</td>
<td>146 (97.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electronic (n = 150) # of Records (%)</td>
<td>148 (98.7)</td>
<td>150 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosis or Chief Complaint</td>
<td>Paper-based (n = 150) # of Records (%)</td>
<td>90 (60)</td>
<td>150 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electronic (n = 150) # of Records (%)</td>
<td>139 (92.7)</td>
<td>146 (97.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major Procedures and Tests</td>
<td>Paper-based (n = 150) # of Records (%)</td>
<td>137 (91.3)</td>
<td>150 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electronic (n = 150) # of Records (%)</td>
<td>139 (92.7)</td>
<td>150 (100)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CMS = Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
OP-19 = Outpatient Measure 19
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